
ACTIVITIES
CURRICULUM 

AREA
DESCRIPTION MATERIALS TIMING

SUGGESTED 

AGE

Air Cannon S

The science behind a vortex 

can enable us to create the 

air cannon, that when fired 

will create a circle of air that 

travels a short distance.

Scissors, plastic cup 

(4-5oz), tape, 

rubber band, pencil, 

glue, plastic bag, 

cardboard box

45 MIN 7+

AR 

Augmented 

Reality

T

In this AR activity, students 

will use a device with 

suggested apps to view 

objects as if they are really 

around you.  This activity has 

two parts; learn about 

various animals as they walk, 

fly or swim around the room, 

color special pages and view 

them through your device to 

see them move!

Aria's Adventures 

AR Kit, crayons, 

device with camera 

function

30+ MIN ALL

AR Merge 

Cube
T

In this AR activity, students 

will use a device with 

suggested apps to view 

objects as if they are really 

around you. Students can 

use the Merge Cube and 

downloaded app to play 

games and explore various 

topics

Merge Cube, device 

with camera, Merge 

Cube Apps (Th!ngs 

for Merge Cub, Digi, 

Galactic Explorer, 

Tiltball, Snake 

Attack, 

myAquarium, 

*HoloGlobe.

30+ MIN ALL

Balloon 

Hovercraft
E

Discover the basics of how a 

hovercraft works by creating 

a mini hovercraft.  

Hovercraft moves by floating 

on a cushion of air by 

reducing friction between 

the craft and the surface it is 

moving over.  Hovercrafts 

need smooth surfaces to 

float over in order to be 

effective.

CD or foam plate, 

balloon, sports 

bottle pop 

cap,sticky tack or 

glue, rubber band, 

toliet paper roll, 

other materials to 

create a unique 

craft

30+ MIN 5+

Balloon 

Rocket Car
E

Explore Newton's Law's of 

Motion with this fun physics 

activity. Students will create 

a race car powered by the 

escaping air from a balloon.

Various materials - 

Time to upcycle! 
30+ MIN 5+

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ART, MATH



Bubbles S

Students will have fun with 

this activity using more than 

just soap to make bubbles. 

The concept learned here is 

that bubbles are line films of 

substances trapping air. We 

can't see air, but we can see 

it's effects. Vocabulary 

includes elasticity, surface 

tension, chemistry.

Water, soap, 

glycerin, baking 

powder, cornstarch, 

string, tape, 

washers, straws, 

scissors, buckets, 

spoon, etc.

30+ MIN 5+

Circuits on 

Paper
T

Students will learn about 

circuits (series and parallel, 

open and closed) with these 

various acitivities. Students 

will take home this activity to 

share.

Paper Circuit Kit: 

Paper copies of 

circuits, LED's, 

Battery, Copper 

Tape, Paper Clips

30+ MIN 6+

Code.org T

Free online courses ranging 

from pre-readers to high 

school.  Has courses for full 

school year or self-paced 

Hour of Code lessons.

Computer, online 

access
30+ MIN ALL

DIY Water 

Filter
E

Students will learn about 

filtering out substances from 

water to make it cleaner.

Various materials 

for students to 

explore, 

hypothesize and to 

build a filter system, 

2 L bottles, scissors, 

dirty water to clean

30+ MIN 5+

Egg Drop E

This activity covers STEM 

topics including  engineering, 

physics, materials science, 

math and fluid dynamics. 

Students will use various 

materials to create a 

structure that will keep the 

egg safe when dropped.

Various materials - 

Time to upcycle! 

Eggs, ladder or a 

safe place to drop 

the structures.

60+ MIN 7+

Jungle in a 

Bottle
S

Students will learn about 

terrestrial ecosystems, i.e. 

tropical, jungle by creating a 

closed system where plants 

can survive.

1L - 2L clear bottles 

with caps, soil, 

plants, water, 

stones, charcoal, 

nut shells, masking 

tape

30+ MIN 5+

Make Your 

Own Plastic
S/A 10+

Making Mud 

Bricks
S/A



Minecraft 

Education T

Online building that includes 

building circuits. The 

possibilities of activities are 

enormous.

Computer, online 

access

Mousetrap 

Cars
E

Painting 

plaster molds 
A

Paper 

Airplanes
E

Paper Sundial A/S

Powering 

mini clock 

with food

S

Students will learn about 

circuits and how some 

natural items can provide 

electrical power through 

other means of energy and 

chemcial reactions

Lemons, potatoes, 

and other foods, 

alligator clips or 

wires, copper 

pieces(positive),zinc 

pieces (negative) 

galvanized screws, 

LED's, voltage 

meter

30+ MIN 8+

Robot Arm E

Rollercoaster 

(Marble Run)
E

Scratch T

Computer, online 

access or download 

program to 

computer

Soil Free 

Planter
S

Spaghetti and 

Marshmallow 

Towers

E

Straw 

Structures
E

Sun Prints A

TinkerCad T

Twirling 

Helicopter
E

Upcycle 

Plastic Bags
S/A

Water Rocket E

Wind Catcher S/A


